Working at the Shadow Side
of Leadership pays off!
Do not simply learn móre, try to learn dééper!
A useful perspective to change
leadership ‘risk’ into leadership ‘resilience’
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Shadow side ‘examples’
• A leader became irritated (even angry sometimes) every time he had
to work with persons that in his view were ‘weak people’. These so
called ‘weak people’ felt quite intimidated by him. If they gave him
feedback, he stopped communicating. Their relationship got very
poor, his effectiveness decreased. What triggered the irritation réally?
And why would he stop communicating?
• A CEO suddenly got a double case load. Until then he was doing very
well, from that moment he ‘froze’. What was happening?
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When you choose for leadership
you choose for a tough
challenge
What’s going on?
50% (indication) of our leaders does not cope in their leadership role (Hogan 2015)
Netherlands 2015: Burnout managers (2015): 10% male and 15% female
And so on…..
So, does leadership ‘holds’ risks for organizational excellence ? For the leader
and the organization? Absolutely!
So: how do we develop more ‘resilience’?
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The Shadow Side of Leadership
• Authors in Europe: Manfred Kets de Vries (INSEAD Paris), Erik de Haan
(University of Amsterdam)
• It is about (for example): haughtiness, narcissism, depression,
avoiding behaviour, compulsory behaviour, theatrical behaviour etc.
• It is about behavioural patterns that may (e.g. under pressure, when
tired) overshoot, become dysfunctional or even derail.
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Continuously present
ambivalent emotions
‘The thing is that managers have to deal with a broad
range of ambivalent emotions without getting
overheated. You could say: that they are disposable at
the complete bandwidth of ambivalent emotions’’
(Adriaan Rengelink)

So the core issue is: “how do I cope emotionally in an
organizational context that has the characteristics of a
fiercely, continuously operating rollercoaster”?
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‘What do you mean, cope emotionally?’
• Change occurs at greater speed, leadership becomes more complex
• (for example changes in ownership models, financial constructions, strict
governance, globalization, digital development, vision on leadership,
continuous reorganization etc)(de Haan 2012)

• Neurologically limitations to human adaptability
• Leadership is by itself ‘relational’, dysfunctional leadership behavior
always (!) affects teams and organizations
• Quiz: what was the average lifespan of the S&P 500 in the US in the
20’s? And in 2014? And when was the biggest change? And what if
this trend carries on? (de Haan 2012)
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‘Everybody is normal, until we get to know a
person better’
• So: leaders are under tremendous pressure
• Under pressure: behavioural patterns that are normally not visible,
get manifest.
• Manfred Kets de Vries: ‘everybody is normal, until we get to know a
person better.
• Let’s have a look at possible dysfunctional patterns with ‘Hogan’.
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Hogan Leadership Forecast Series

• Hogan Assessment Systems has developed within the LFC a specific
assessment tool for the ‘Dark Side of Personality’: ‘Challenge’
• Hogan is used in 56 countries, in de US at > 50% of the Fortune 500.
• Let’s have a look:
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What scores are acceptable for leadership?
• Please always relate to the context (in nuclear plants please no high
scores on ‘risk-taking’)
• Would some narcissism be helpful in change??
• A very interesting research by Kaiser, LeBreton & Hogan (2015) shows a
strong correlation between effective leadership and 1. a high score on
emotional stability and 2. a medium score on possible derailing
patterns
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Is there a lifebuoy?
• So: under pressure (that increases in this timeframe) leaders
experience continuously present ambivalent emotions that causes
that their behaviour may overshoot, becomes dysfunctional or even
derails. This might be one of the main reasons that leaders don’t
survive.
• Is there a lifebuoy? What helps?
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Don’t simply learn móre, try to learn dééper!
• Of course, there are more ‘lifebuoys’, but for the moment I want to focus
on this one.
• What helps is that we ask our 16 year old daughter for feedback on our
behaviour. Ánd listen to it. And not only ask her, but also ask our friends,
family and yés, also our employees.
Hogan: ‘The you yóu know, is hardly worth knowing’
• To say it in a different way: organize frequently and consciously feedback.

Ralph Stacey: ‘change emerges in communicative interaction’
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What helps (from Risk to Resilience)?
• To say it in a different way:
‘if we open up more for, and understand more of, our personality
patterns, how they make us ‘use’ our strengths and potential…
…..but also if we wánt to look at our possible derailing patterns,
…. then we can anticipate more on situations in which ambivalent
emotions can emerge…
….and we will be able to do the work in which we can make a
difference ánd stay connected to other people.’
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Be aware! We often do not achieve this if we do
not learn deep enough !
• ‘Personality patterns’ = more than just behavior!
• For example: Dilts/Bateson: Logical levels
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How a ‘pattern’ looks like, a real example.
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‘Deep organizational learning’
• Réal (sustainable) change only (!) grows if learning is done on a
deeper level than just the behavioural level.
• So: the second thing to do next to organizing feedback is: to apply this
feedback in learning about your personality patterns in a deeper
level.
For example: Robert Keagan [Immunity to Change], André Wierdsma
[‘hard place to be’ and ‘3rd level learning’], Argyris en Schön [singledouble-deutero learning],
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Shadow side ‘examples’
• A leader got irritated (even angry sometimes) every time he had to
work with persons that in his view were ‘weak people’. These so
called ‘weak people’ felt quite intimidated by him. Their relationship
got very poor, his effectiveness decreased. What triggered the
irritation reálly?
• A CEO suddenly got a double case load. Until then he was doing very
well, from that moment he ‘froze’. What was happening?
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Summarizing
• The ‘Shadow Side of Leadership’ is about potentially dysfunctional
behaviour
• Yés, we all (you too!) have our shadow side
• Under pressure/when we are tired it becomes manifest
• And it álways affects the effectiveness of your leadership
• Neurologically we can not adapt as fast as change might require
• But we can learn to look into our personality patterns
• In order to anticipate on continuously emerging ambivalent emotions,
and therefore stay in balance and effective
• But: looking at our personality patterns múst be done at a deep level
(3rd level) to achieve sustainable change
• To move through this learning from ‘risk’ to ‘resilience’

Change your ‘risk’ into ‘resilience’
Don’t simply learn móre, learn dééper
Fritz Perls:
‘we can not become something we are not, we can
only become more of ourselves’
Thank you kindly for your
attention!
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